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About This Content

Downloadable content that includes a weapon plus one custom part.

Based on the powerful Government handgun, but given a stylish design made especially for Parker. Its ammo capacity has been
sacrificed in order to add more power, due to Parker's reputation for high precision.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Parker's Government Handgun + Custom Part: "FBC"
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2013
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
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Fantastic game with good story and awesome battle system. I didnt like the art of the characters but I didnt let it get in the way.
The game is hard but very good once you learn how the battle system works. I definitely recommend it, especially now that it`s
sequel, Seinarukana, has been released on Steam!. As I am great fan of Chinese Paladin series and have been playing several
series previously, this CP6 is marvellous in terms of graphic and portrays of each main character, there is nothing to condemn or
criticise in the aspect of artwork, no matter the character itself or background. The scenery of each city in the game is
breathtaking and has its own unique lanscape. Furthermore, the music, as well as, the theme songs of the game, for me, are quite
interesting and nice, as most of the songs fulfil the requirement of being a classic game, in which the songs have some Chinese
Traditional elements blended inside well, with the playing of Chinese Traditional musical instruments such as Er Hu, flute and
so on. The incorporation of many short clips and some animated movies throughout the story progress is also quite good, though
sometimes it can be quite dull experience because they are too long and time consuming. Besides, the storyline of the game is
the most awesome part, as the progress is so twisted that I can't even guess what is going to happen next, who is villian or
protagonist and so on. Each character is being developed very detailed and sophisticated.

Bad thing about this game is it can be very lagged, perhaps due to my computer's requirement? Since CP6 is about swords, but I
don't see many of the controllable characters are using swords in the battles. I am also not used to the new battle system of CP6
in the beginning, where one character can only be controlled at a time, nonetheless, with time goes on, you would be ok with it. I
usually used focused attack mode in the battles, and can't see the other battle modes such as regeneration mode are useful.
Moreoever, the skills of each character seem to be not that much in this new CP6, as compared to previous series.

As a conclusion, it is still a decent game to play with.. Haven't played to much of the game, but so far, I love it. I just can't wait
to be able to play with friends with multiplayer. As far as I know, this is the only game of its kind (VR Space Survival Game)
currently on steam. A must have for Sci-Fi survival fans.. This game is not only charming AF but it is a fun little challenge to
boot.. I love turn based. This game really threw me for a loop. I thought it was alot of fun. Some of the creatures were like the
Monster Manuel come to life and that made me so excited. I like the varation of classes. I enjoyed the choose your own
adventure type dungeon crawls that could turn into combat or something good. Best part is it isn't always the same outcomb so
when you think you have it learned it could be something random.

The skill system is fun and forces you to be choosey. I also liked the little details like the ability to change portraits and names.

I did think the game could use some more maps and a "real" mage class. I enjoyed the witch but there is nothing more satisfying
then throwing a fireball. In the meantime I used the dwarf priest as a mage. He was highly effective ;)

Keep up the great work. I even bought a copy for my friend because I enjoyed this game so much. I wanted to share.

All the best!. I hardly ever find myself writing reviews for Steam games. The only occasions would be a very good game, or a
very poor quality game. This happens to be one of those games that is so bad you can't even play it. First off, no tutorial upon
starting the game. I had to figure out controls myself and had to find a way to access the tutorial (which you have to figure out
how to enter first person view to activate the tutorial mode). I shrugged that off and wanted to just play the game. I put down the
first building and then I tried to move it. As soon as I used the grip buttons on the controller, the building flew out of my hands
and out of bounds. The game took the money away for a building that was no longer existant. I decided to restart the game and
then re-tried the tutorial. Same thing happens, controls are wonky and the game just does not work. This is a complete waste of
time and is no where near finished. I was very excited for this game because it is really the first of its kind in the VR section of
the steam store. Opened a return request and only had the game running for 23 minutes which was 23 minutes too many. Avoid
this until the publisher fixes the game breaking bugs.
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Played for about two hours (offline mode is the only way I can play most of my games, steam doesn't track it for some reason)
and ended up beating all levels in both classic and strategy mode, getting all achievements in the process. While it was fun while
it lasted it lacks replay value (as there are only one-two ways to build each plant) and is fairly easy. For children it might not be
too bad, I just wish it allowed for a little more experimentation with the plants.. An unfinished, smaller-scale rip-off of Ark.
This game is not even in alpha.

I have a few words for Steam: Those screenshots you're hanging on the store page are nowhere near the actual stuff. I played my
30-something minutes on "epic" settings and all i saw was ♥♥♥♥♥♥ anti-aliasing that you cannot even tell a tree stump from a
dead body as well as muddy environmetal shadow filter and distant object rendering that can only be seen from the eyes of a
person with advanced myopia. I've been seeing similar cases a lot lately. Not everyone owns a behemoth of a machine with SLI
RTX 2080 Ti cards and 16-core NASA-grade CPUs. Stop with the excessive use of supersampling on those images and be
honest with what you sell.

Another title to be refunded.. RPG Maker strikes again! This is another low effort retro-pixel JRPG ripoff spamming the Steam
catalog, made with the RPG Maker video game construction kit... in their own words, "Our easy to use tools are simple enough
for a child."

This isn't even a good RPG Maker game.

Gamers who want a good retro gaming experience would be better off playing the original Final Fantasy games or one of the
better RPG Maker games.. NOTE: I have played a very small amount of this game as of now (20/7/2018). My thoughts and
feelings probably won't be that accurate to the game's actual quality. I will probably be making edits once I git gud enough to
progress further.

Now that that's over with, I'll start by saying that this game is not what the title implies. It is only a clone of Super Meat Boy, in
that it's a platformer with wall-jumping that I find difficult. It's closer to the 2D Mega Man X games without robot master
abilties in terms of controls and level design. You still need to play the stages in a specific order. There seems to be a bit of a
steep difficulty curve between levels A and B, but it could just be that I suck. I find this game fun to play, and I really like the
art style, even if it was just made the way it was to save time and/or effort. (I have a soft spot for enhanced 16-bit graphics.)
However, the music isn't really that fitting, and it gets a bit annoying. I'm also pretty sure that some of the music is just stock
retro-sounding music.

-Overall: 6.666666666666667

-Gameplay: 7/10

-Graphics: 8/10

-Music: 5/10

EDIT: Considering the price and how hard to read that overall score is, I'm just gonna round it to a 7/10.

EDIT: Difficulty curve ain't that bad.. Beckett is set in a dystopian world that resonates with touches of Philip K♥♥♥♥♥♥ Jan
Svankmejer and Raymond Chandler. It is unlike any game I have played before. Saying that, I have played games that have tried
to be like this, but this is a new approach that challenges the pre-conceptions of what make a game great,and truly pulls it off.
The game gives itself time to breathe. It doesn't rush, it kicks its heels, shoulders hunched, and unfolds its narrative like an
untethered butterfly. This is a gamechanger. And if this is an indicator of a new movement, then it is going to be a very exciting
time for gamers.. For early access, this game is pretty darn good.
A mix of Ark Survival Evolved and 7 days to die.
Only problem is Saving your game when logging off your LAN server... losing your items and progress, because you'll need to
stand on a platform (Car or house Roof) or spike up your base with spikes to be safe when offline)
(The Developers currently disabled Singleplayer mode = which only way to play single player is through hosting a LAN server.)

I see alot of potential in this game, but i really wish they would fix the SinglePlayer aspect first... I dislike going through the
10minutes to start up your server first...over n' over... and then potentially losing your progress.... you: oh hey i want a
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civilization!
game: no im gonna crash

d o n t b u y i t. A fairly fun citybuilding\/space strategy game with a nifty plot.
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